Do you love a good mystery?
Do you fancy yourself to be a Sherlock Holmes or Miss Marple?
If your answer is “yes”, then you are the perfect candidate to join the ranks of TCC Database Detectives!
Every day, a dedicated group of TCC gumshoes are on the case; searching out answers to transferware pattern mysteries. New patterns regularly surface! Therefore, clues must be sought, vessel forms, marks, and motif details must be carefully examined, and references must be checked.
Do consider joining the collegial group of sleuths on the Database Detective Team, also known as “database editors,” who often comment: “I’ve learned so much!” Even those who begin the endeavor with little knowledge of transferware, testify that it greatly increases their knowledge about all aspects of English ceramics: engravers, designers, makers, sources, forms, use and decoration.
Entering patterns into the TCC Database is a very straightforward process. An introductory tutorial is given, ongoing guidance is provided, and expertise is willingly shared.
Ready to learn more? Chief Sleuth (and TCC Database General Editor) Connie Rogers welcomes your inquiries and interest. Dust off your magnifying glass and contact Connie at: con309@outlook.com.